Helicobacter pylori (HP) infection promotes the recruitment of bone marrow stem cells into chronic gastritis lesions. Some of these marrow stem cells can differentiate into gastric epithelial cells and neoplastic cells. We propose that HP-associated methylation could stabilize trans-differentiation of marrow-derived stem cells and that an unstable methylation status is associated with a risk of gastric cancer. Pathobiologic behavior of experimental mouse gastric cancer is mild compared to invasive and metastatic human gastric cancer. Differences in epigenetic stabilization of adult cell phenotypes between humans and mice could provide a foundation to explore the development of invasive and metastatic gastric cancer. Retroelements are highly repetitive sequences that play an essential role in the generation of species diversity. In this review, we analyzed retroelements adjacent to human and mouse housekeeping genes and proposed a possible epigenetic mechanism for HPassociated carcinogenesis.
Introduction
It has been shown that Helicobacter pylori (HP) infection encourages trans-differentiation of marrow stem cells into gastric epithelial cells based on experimental mouse models.
1,2 Despite recruitment of abundant marrow stem cells into gastric tissue, only a few stem cells are newly established in the gastric mucosa at 20 weeks after HP infection. In humans, most HP infections occur from childhood to adulthood. 3 Persistent HP infection in human adults can result in chronic inflammation and extensive mucosal damage, during which gastric stem cells may exhaust their self-renewal abilities and enter replicative senescence. 4 Native gastric stem cells in the elderly can be replaced with marrow-derived stem cells capable of long-term self-renewal. [5] [6] [7] Therefore, it has been thought that HP infection facilitate the recruitment of new stem cells as a part of the aging process. 8 Intriguingly, the CpG islands of housekeeping genes are frequently hypermethylated in gastric epithelial cells of HPinfected humans 9 ,10 and mice. 11 Numerous approaches have been used to determine the role of hypermethylated housekeeping genes in gastric carcinogenesis. 9, 12 Although it is well known that there is an inverse relationship between methylation of CpG islands and expression of housekeeping genes, 13 the role of methylation for inactivation of tumor suppressor genes remains controversial. For example, complete methylation of the CDH1 promoter cannot be detected by allelespecific bisulfite sequencing in cases with either hereditary or sporadic gastric cancer showing loss of CDH1 expression.
14 Moreover, some tumor suppressor genes are less methylated in gastric cancer patients than those in HP-infected subjects. 15 Therefore, it remains unclear whether methylation of gene-control regions can inactivate tumor suppressor genes.
There are methylation-variable sites around the CpG islands of housekeeping genes (Table 1) . [16] [17] [18] As housekeeping genes are constitutively expressed for basic cell functions such as transcriptional regulation, protein metabolism, and cell cycle regulation, 24 methylation variation at the CpG-island margins is unlikely to cause gene silencing. A series of studies on the methylationvariable sites have illustrated concurrent methylation of multiple housekeeping genes. A significant number of the methylationvariable sites are hypermethylated at various degrees despite subtle changes in housekeeping gene expression. 19 These methylationvariable sites are increasingly methylated after acquisition of new phenotypes during differentiation of pluripotent stem cells. 25 It has been reported that DNA methyltransferase (DNMT)-deficient animals do not have methylation at the methylation-variable sites and fail to induce proper differentiation of stem cells. 26 These findings suggest that the methylation-variable sites of housekeeping genes can help (i) fine-tune housekeeping gene expression, housekeeping genes in HP-infected gastric mucosa appears to be associated with phenotypic stabilization of stem cells rather than inactivation of tumor suppressor genes. This review will provide more detailed information on the role of CpG-island methylation than what has been previously recognized.
Methylation variation around CpG islands
Approximately half of nucleotides in mammalian genomes are derived from retroelements considered as "parasitic DNA." 27, 28 The methylation-variable sites are located on methylation gradients between unmethylated CpG islands and methylated retroelements, with size ranging from 500 to 5,000 base pairs. 16, 29, 30 These methylation gradients are termed transitional-CpG sites, through which gene-adjacent retroelements might have positive effect on the methylation of numerous genes (Table 1) . 6, 16, 20 Similarly, a series of studies have found that the so-called "CpG-island shores" at the margins of CpG islands are concurrently methylated upon induction of terminal differentiation of pluripotent stem cells. 17, 19, 31 Both the transitional-CpG sites and the CpG-island shores have been nominated to emphasize the concurrent methylation of gene-control regions. 6, 17, 19 Especially, it has been proposed that gene-adjacent retroelements and their transitional-CpG sites showing HP-associated overmethylation participate in phenotypic stabilization of newly established stem cells. 6, 10, 23 Because retroelements are highly species-specific, 32 analysis of transitional-CpG sites can be informative regarding differences in stabilization of cell phenotypes among species. In this article, the methylation-variable sites are denominated as transitionalCpG sites rather than CpG-island shores in order to explain species-specific mechanism of phenotypic stabilization.
Transitional-CpG sites and lifespan
Although humans live about 40 times longer than mice, the two have the same number of stem cells in the beginning of life. 33 The lifespan of human red blood cells is only three times longer than that of mouse (120 and 45 days, respectively). Long-lived humans need to replace old stem cells with new ones that are capable of long-term self-renewal, whereas the short lifetime of mice reduces the demand for replacement of native stem cells. A methylation study on human colonic glands has revealed that an old gland is replaced with new one every eight years. 34 In addition, repopulation of numerous gastric glands can induce transitional-CpG overmethylation at a given age. 10, 23 Therefore, phenotype-stabilizing transitional-CpG sites appear to be essential for the replacement of human stem cells. They might have evolved differentially for humans and mice.
Chromosomal recombination can preserve the CpG sequences to pile up CpG islands. [35] [36] [37] Accordingly, the rate of chromosomal recombination is closely related to the number of CpG islands. For example, the recombination rate and the total number of CpG islands are higher in dogs than those in humans and mice. 35, 36 In particular, the human genome has accumulated CpG islands and retroelements in promoter regions through non-allelic homologous recombination. 38 The number of CpG islands located around housekeeping genes in long-lived humans is higher than that in short-lived mice and dogs. 39, 40 These findings imply that human-specific retroelements can facilitate the replacement of stem cells via transitional-CpG methylation necessary for long life. Previous genome-wide studies on retroelements did not consider species-specific phenotype-stabilizing effect. 30, 41, 42 Therefore, we reanalyzed genome-wide data of previous studies and found that humans and mice had distinct epigenetic structures around housekeeping genes.
Coevolution of Host Genomes and Retroelements
Differential epigenetic suppression on three retroelement families Retroelements are categorized into three major families; long interspersed nuclear elements (LINE), short interspersed nuclear elements (SINE), and long terminal repeats (LTR). 28 These three retroelement families are dissimilar in copy sequence length and genomic position. The LINE retroelements are large-sized copies enriched in gene-poor heterochromatin regions whereas the SINE retroelements are smaller in size in gene-rich euchromatin regions. 27 LTR copies are abundant in facultative heterochromatin that can be unwound into euchromatin in response to the developmental program or environmental factors. 43, 44 The selfish DNA hypothesis suggests that autonomous replication of retroelements, acting as intragenomic parasites, may have neutral or deleterious effects on their host genomes. 45 LINE distribution is biased toward gene-poor heterochromatin regions. This can be explained by the harmful effect of large-sized retroelement copies when they are inserted within or close to genes.
Two epigenetic mechanisms of host cells, CpG methylation and histone modification, can cooperate with each other to Lineage-specific tidal methylation 17, 19 Retroelement-related methylation 10, 16, 20 in cancer cells Hypermethylation of tumor suppressor genes 21 Loss of methylation boundary 22 Unstable methylation 23 suppress unfavorable mobilization of self-replicating retroelements. 46, 47 Gene-poor regions enriched with LINE copies are consistent with CpG-poor regions. An example is that LINErich X chromosome possesses low-density genes with a low CpG content compared to autosomes. 27, 28 Host's methylation mechanism can suppress LINE copies and reduce CpG content of neighboring sequences because methylated CpG sequences have high rates of C-to-T mutation. 37 The LINE-suppressing mechanism can prevent reactivation of the inactivated X chromosome. 48 However, the methylation of LINE retroelements is not essential for the initiation of X inactivation. 49 Host cell initially inactivates one of two X chromosomes in females to equalize gene dose between XX and XY embryos via dosage compensation mechanism. 50 At the same time, the other X chromosome stays counteractive in response to the Xinactivation. Therefore, epigenetic LINE suppression on the inactive X chromosome that has been antecedently established can also stabilize the active X chromosome.
Epigenetic suppression on retroelement copies has been surveyed through altered histone acetylation levels and expression levels, which are achieved via histone deacetylase inhibition with trichostatin A (TSA) or DNMT inhibition with 59-aza-29-deoxycytidine (Aza-dC). 51 The transcriptional activity of the SINE retroelements is increased after treatment with either TSA or Aza-dC. However, none of the LINE subfamily has exhibited major changes in their transcriptional activities. Only one subfamily of the LTR elements has shown major changes in transcriptional activities. This suggests that epigenetic suppression is stronger for the LINE and LTR retroelements than that for the SINE retroelements. Of the three retroelement families, the SINE and LTR retroelements are enriched at the 5 0 -end of transitional-CpG sites of housekeeping genes. 6, 29 Transitional-CpG distances between retroelements and CpGislands are shorter in SINE cases (average distance, 2 kb) than that in LTR cases (average distance, 3 kb). 16 This implies that differential epigenetic suppression on SINE and LTR copies can influence construction of transitional-CpG sites.
SINE and LINE distribution for counterbalance between housekeeping and tissue-specific genes Gene expression requires numerous nuclear enzymes such as RNA polymerase II, RNA polymerase III, and general transcription factors. With respect to limited nuclear components shared by numerous genes, dosage compensation mechanism has been proposed to explain transcription-dose balance between the tissue-specific and housekeeping gene groups. 6 Assuming that the transcription dose of tissue-specific genes is increased in differentiated somatic cells compared to that in undifferentiated pluripotent stem cells, 20 a certain dose of transcription is shifted from a large number of housekeeping genes toward a small number of tissue-specific genes during trans-differentiation of pluripotent stem cells. 6 Such transcriptional shift can result in concurrent and fine downregulation of numerous housekeeping genes that share limited amount of nuclear transcriptional components. 6, 52 For example, a higher number of housekeeping genes could be finely down-regulated to counterbalance a stronger expression of several tissue-specific genes. LINE and SINE distributions on autosomes are biased toward tissue-specific genes lacking CpG islands and housekeeping genes containing CpG islands, respectively. 29, 41, 53 The LINE and SINE elements expand in similar genomic domains. However, SINE distribution shifts toward CpG-rich regions over time. 27 SINE copies give rise to non-allelic homologous recombination in CpG-rich promoter regions. Excess of segmental duplications over deletions can pile up both SINE copies and CpG islands around housekeeping genes. 38 The host epigenetic mechanism appears to strongly suppress large-sized LINE copies but weakly suppress small-sized SINE copies. Strong epigenetic suppression of LINE copies ensures the inactivation of non-corresponding tissue-specific genes. Weak epigenetic suppression of SINE copies is suitable for constitutive expression of housekeeping genes. Such oppositely biased distributions of LINE and SINE copies are thought to be resulting from evolutionary selection process that ensures tissue-specific gene inactivation and housekeeping gene expression.
Role of SINE copies in phenotypic stabilization
The SINE retroelements contain repressive domains. 54 They are enriched in intragenic regions of housekeeping genes. 41 Repressive SINE RNAs generated from intragenic SINE copies can bind to incomplete forms of polymerase II preinitiation complexes. 54 This can inhibit the formation of complete preinitiation complex necessary for transcription. When the dose of transcription is shifted from housekeeping to stomach-specific genes by the dosage compensation mechanism, incomplete preinitiation complexes are increased in promoter regions of down-regulated housekeeping genes. Consequently, housekeeping genes down-regulated in newly trans-differentiated stem cells can be suppressed and stabilized by binding of repressive SINE RNAs to incomplete preinitiation complexes. 54 Transitional-CpG sites are methylated in a cell-division dependent manner. They are methylated more rapidly in the gastric antrum harboring fast self-renewing stem cells than those in the gastric body containing slow self-renewing stem cells. 10 Preformed repressive SINE RNAs in undifferentiated marrow stem cells can promptly suppress down-regulated housekeeping genes even before the initiation of transitionalCpG methylation. However, trans-differentiated stem cells will gradually reduce the amount of these RNAs because downregulated housekeeping genes decrease the transcription of intragenic SINEs. Down-regulated housekeeping genes are likely to be suppressed initially by the repressive SINE RNAs and subsequently by cell-division-dependent methylation. 6, 55 Epigenetic Structure of Gene-Adjacent Retroelements
SINE-dominant humans versus LTR-dominant mice
There is a marked dissimilarity in the distribution of retroelement families between human and mouse genomes (Table 2) .
27,56 Nearly 13.6% of the human genome and 8.2% of the mouse genome are derived from the SINE retroelements. Most of human SINE retroelements are the Alu elements. They generate RNAs containing repression domains. However, in mice, repressive RNAs are produced from a subfamily of mouse SINE retroelements called the B2 elements. 54 Only a quarter of mouse SINE retroelements belong to the B2 elements. Thus, the amount of repressive SINE RNAs is four times greater in humans (10.7%) than that in mice (2.4%). The LTR retroelements occupy approximately 8.6% of the human genome and 9.9% of the mouse genome (Table  2) . 27, 56 Mice have recent active LTR copies whereas humans have inactive LTR copies. 56 A high number of active LTR copies reflect a high overall rate of transposition over the past 40 million years. 56, 57 In contrast, LTR copies might have retrogressed toward fossil retroelements in humans. 27 By analyzing the promoter-containing retroelements, a genome-wide study on humans and mice delineated two epigenetic components around CpG islands, CpG methylation and histone modification. 42 This study focused on active chromatin structures. However, it did not determine differences in epigenetic components between humans and mice. We found that the level of DNA methylation was high in humans whereas the level of histone modification was high in mice. When considering differences in gene-adjacent retroelements between humans and mice, a high number of repressive Alu copies appear to bring methylation-dominant epigenetic structures to human housekeeping genes. Active LTR copies seem to organize facultative heterochromatin for mouse housekeeping genes. 43, 44 It can be unwound into euchromatin in response to specific developmental program or environmental factors.
A genome-wide methylation study has been performed on a murine model of long-term HP infection using Mongolian gerbils. 11 This study has identified ten hypermethylated CpG islands after 50 weeks of HP infection to represent natural course of HP-associated methylation changes. In particular, five hypermethylated CpG islands residing in promoter regions of both gerbil and human housekeeping genes were found to be hypermethylated in HP-infected humans. However, no information about the gene-adjacent retroelements was provided. There were differences in type and proximity of gene-adjacent retroelements between humans and mice (Supporting Information Table S1 ). Of these five hypermethylated genes, three human genes were closely adjacent to the SINE retroelements while three mouse genes were closely adjacent to the LTR retroelements. These results imply that human and mouse housekeeping genes are methylated under the influence of repressive SINE-and active LTR-dominant epigenetic structures, respectively.
Fine-level methylation of human housekeeping genes
The SINE retroelements are selectively retained at the 5 0 -end of transitional-CpG sites of housekeeping genes. 41 They are sharply reduced at the transcriptional start sites. The difference in SINE density between 5 0 -ends of transitional-CpG sites and the transcriptional start sites is greater in humans than that in mice. 30, 41 Thus, these transitional-CpG sites between methylated SINE copies and unmethylated CpG islands form steep slopes of methylation in humans but gentle slopes in mice (Table 2) . 6 The steep-sloped methylation of transitional-CpG sites does not involve the transcriptional start sites. This fine-level methylation can barely lead to gene silencing. Therefore, Alu-adjacent steep-sloped methylation is suitable for fine regulation of constitutive expression of human housekeeping genes and efficient induction of adaptive differentiation. A low number of repressive SINE copies in mice are not enough to promptly suppress down-regulated housekeeping genes (Table 2) . Mouse SINE retroelements and transitionalCpG sites are closer to the transcriptional start sites compared to human SINE retroelements. 30 These epigenetic structures may lead to gentle-slope transitional-CpG methylation not relevant for fine-level methylation of housekeeping genes. Tight condensation of active LTR-based heterochromatin is dominant in mouse promoter regions. 51, 56 This is an effective way to stably maintain the established epigenetic status for a short lifespan. Retroelement-related epigenetic structures around CpG islands are likely to be associated with the lifespan of mammals demanding replacement of stem cells.
Gastric Carcinogenesis
Periodic replacement with cancer-risk stem cells
In long-lived humans, glandular stem cells maintaining gastrointestinal mucosa are known to be periodically replaced by new ones every 8 years. 34 When native glandular stem cells lose their self-renewal capacity or are damaged by HPassociated inflammation, pluripotent mesenchymal cells originated from fibrous, adipose, or bone marrow tissues can replace old glandular stem cells. [58] [59] [60] [61] In particular, there is increasing evidence showing that bone-marrow stem cells newly fixed in the HP-infected stomach are able to transform into gastric cancer stem cells. 1, 2, 5 Cancer stem cells and bonemarrow stem cells share surface markers and biological features such as invasion and metastasis, 62 suggesting that newly fixed cancer-risk stem cells are capable of reactivating migrating traits of marrow cells. CpG-island methylation reaches a peak during the period of stem cell replacement in the HPinfected stomach. 10, 23 It can stabilize the phenotypes of new stem cells and reduce the risk of cancer. Therefore, gastric mucosal atrophy, spreading from the antrum to the body, interferes with phenotype-stabilizing methylation largely in the cancer-prone antrum. 23 
Retroelements involvement in carcinogenesis
Various cell types have invasive and migratory behaviors such as embryo implantation, invasive placentation, stem cell migration, and cancer progression, all of which are associated with hypomethylation and up-regulation of housekeeping genes. 20, 63 This indicates that housekeeping genes of circulating marrow stem cells epigenetically resemble those of metastatic cancer cells. Newly differentiated stem cells can restore undifferentiated histology and cell-intrinsic migration traits. 62 A high number of repressive Alu copies participate in organization of methylation-dominant human euchromatin for prompt stabilization of new stem cells. Light condensation of Alu-based euchromatins confers weak epigenetic suppression on housekeeping genes compared to active LTR-based heterochromatin of mice (Table 2) . 51 Because weak epigenetic suppression on Alu-adjacent genes allows easy reactivation of cell-intrinsic migration programs, epigenetic structures of housekeeping genes might inherently predispose human stem cells to invasive and metastatic cancer. Tight condensation of active LTR-based mouse heterochromatins is favorable for stable maintenance of the established epigenetic status. Strong epigenetic suppression on mouse housekeeping genes rarely allows reactivation of cell-intrinsic programs. Accordingly, it is known that mouse models for gastric cancer have limitations, including modest cancer pathology, slow time course, and absence of invasive or metastatic tumors. 64 Gastric atrophy impedes Alu-adjacent methylation Intact glandular structures of the stomach without atrophy are known to be important characteristics for effective induction of epithelial differentiation of stem cells. 1, 65 Mucosal atrophic changes can hinder a strong expression of stomachspecific genes and disturb the counterbalance between upregulated stomach-specific genes and down-regulated housekeeping genes. 3, 6, 52 Once the repressive SINE RNAs promptly stabilize down-regulated housekeeping genes at an early stage, subsequently disturbed gene expression is reluctant to promote cell-division-dependent methylation. In fact, methylation of Alu-adjacent genes in the gastric mucosa of cancer patients has been found to be not increased in the antrum mainly affected by mucosal atrophy. 23 This suggests that gastric mucosal atrophy makes phenotypic stability more dependent on the repressive Alu RNAs during periodic replacement of stem cells. Therefore, HP-induced mucosal atrophy impedes phenotype-stabilizing methylation of Aluadjacent genes, increasing the risk of gastric cancer.
The number of LTR-adjacent genes is smaller than that of Alu-adjacent genes in humans. 6 Inactive LTR copies of the human genome are thought to be nonessential for prompt stabilization of new stem cell phenotypes. 27 However, LTRadjacent genes are frequently overmethylated in cancer patients with severe level of gastric mucosal atrophy. 23 Frequent overmethylation of LTR-adjacent genes in severe atrophic cases indicates that a high number of methylationinducible new stem cells are recruited in response to intense HP infection. These overmethylated LTR-adjacent genes might serve as epigenetic markers for the risk of gastric cancer. 23 Gastric mucosal atrophy is unlikely to affect the methylation of LTR-adjacent genes.
Destabilization due to chromosomal losses
Chromosomal losses are the most common genetic events in solid tumors. 66, 67 With respect to dose balance between genes and intranuclear proteins, chromosomal loss event has been thought to reduce gene dose and lead to the surplus of intranulcear proteins. 29, 52, 68 These surplus proteins can dissociate the repressive Alu RNAs from preinitiation complexes of down-regulated genes. 54 Moreover, remaining gene copies have increased possibility of being up-regulated using these reserved nuclear proteins. In fact, the transcriptional activity of housekeeping genes was found to increase in cancer cells. 63 The up-regulated genes are resistant to binding of Alu RNAs. 54 They will miss the chance to be methylated during subsequent cell division. For this reason, chromosomal losses can destabilize down-regulated Alu-adjacent genes and enable the reactivation of cell-intrinsic migration programs during clonal expansion of cancer-risk stem cells. Gene-dose reduction effect of chromosomal losses is supported by our previous reports showing that an increase in chromosomal loss is associated with a decrease in the methylation of housekeeping genes and poor prognosis in human gastric cancers. 29, 68 A genome-wide methylation study on solid cancers other than gastric cancer has reported a decrease in transitionalCpG methylation of SINE-adjacent genes without providing comparison between humans and mice. 30 We found that the transitional-CpG methylation of SINE-adjacent genes was further decreased in human cancers compared to that in mouse cancers. These findings also support that downregulated housekeeping genes in repressive SINE-rich human euchromatin can be easily reactivated in response to chromosomal losses.
Aberrant differentiation for cancerous and paracancerous lesions
Undifferentiated gastric-type cancers are common in relatively young individuals compared to differentiated intestinaltype cancer. 69 When early and advanced differentiated gastric cancers are compared, a phenotypic shift from gastric to intestinal types is clearly observed with cancer progression. 70 In both humans and experimental animals, gastric cancers at an early stage mainly consist of undifferentiated gastric-type cancer cells independent of histological type. 71 These findings imply that new gastric stem cells at an early stage of phenotypic stabilization are prone to restore properties of mesenchymal cells. 72 Phenotypic expression of intestinal metaplasia is also shifted from gastric to intestinal types. 71 So the possibility of metaplastic or neoplastic differentiation seems to reach a peak at an early stage of phenotypic stabilization. Intestinal metaplasia is like a paracancerous phenomenon, not a precancerous lesion. 72 Although gastric dysplasia is considered to be precancerous aberrant differentiation for intestinal-type gastric cancer based on morphological similarities, more than half of patients with gastric cancer have no dysplastic lesions in their background mucosa. 73, 74 The risk of gastric dysplasia appears to arise later than that of gastric cancer during gradual phenotypic stabilization which grows with transitional-CpG methylation.
Given the limited net dose of transcription leading to counterbalance between housekeeping genes and tissuespecific genes, strong expression of tissue-specific genes can down-regulate a high number of housekeeping genes. 6 The transcription dose of tissue-specific genes is larger in the stomach than that in other tissues such as colon, thyroid, and breast. 20 In the stomach, a higher number of housekeeping genes have to be down-regulated and epigenetically suppressed to achieve stronger expression of stomach-specific genes. Accordingly, housekeeping genes are more frequently overmethylated in the stomach than those in other tissues. 20 Weak expression of colon-specific genes requires weak epigenetic suppression for down-regulated housekeeping genes in colon stem cells. In contrast to gastric dysplasia, colon adenoma is well defined as a precancerous lesion of invasive colon cancer. Genetic studies on hereditary and sporadic colon cancers have revealed that about 60% of colon cancers develop from pre-existing adenoma. 75 This suggests that invasive colon cancer can develop from non-invasive adenoma under weak epigenetic suppression. Therefore, it is likely that tissue-type specific gene expression and epigenetic suppression determine whether invasive cancer will develop from well differentiated stem cells.
Conclusion
Retroelements have co-evolved with host genomes. They contribute to speciation events. A high number of repressive Alu copies in euchromatin help build up methylation-dominant epigenetic structures around CpG islands in humans. A large amount of repressive Alu RNAs and fine-level methylation of Alu-adjacent transitional-CpG sites are profitable for stabilization of new stem cell phenotypes. Weak epigenetic suppression of Alu-based euchromatins facilitates the replacement of new stem cells. It predisposes to reactivation of stem cellintrinsic migration programs and the development of invasive gastric cancer. Recent active forms of LTR retroelements help construct facultative heterochromatin around CpG islands in mice. Tight condensation of heterochromatin is favorable for the maintenance of established cell phenotypes. Strong epigenetic suppression of active LTR-based facultative heterochromatin prevents mice from developing invasive and metastatic cancers. Therefore, species-specific retroelements around CpG islands might provide a plausible explanation for why mouse models show modest cancer biology compared to humans.
